IMPORTANT
PLEASE READ DATA SHEETS FOR CORRECT CABLE COLOURS.
COLOURS SHOWN IN DIAGRAM ARE ILLUSTRATIVE ONLY.

10A Fuse

24V (V) Red
24V (N) Black

0V (V) Green
0V (N) Blue

Gnd Brown

5V Orange

Power ON/OFF

Note A

24V DC Power Supply (Regulated) ~ 6.5 Amps per card (motor dependent)

Note 1

PC running BFF CL Software & FS9/X with FSUIPC installed, or X-Plane with XPUIPC.

Note 2

CL_SPU_USB and BLDRV3’s are normally directly connected as shown

Note 3

Rudder Driver – Address “3”

Note 4

Rudder Motor

Note 5

Aileron Motor

Note 6

Electrical symbol
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Note 7

USB Cable

Note 8

CL_SPU_USB and BLDRV3’s are normally directly connected as shown

Note 8

CL_SPU_USB

USB Cable
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